The influence of grain size on the flow stress of various FCC polycrystals (Cu, Al, Ag and Ni) has been analyzed by means of computational homogenization of a representative volume element of the microstructure using a FFT approach in combination with a strain gradient crystal plasticity model. The density of geometrically necessary dislocations resulting from the incompatibility of plastic deformation among different crystals was obtained from the Nye tensor, which was efficiently obtained from the curl operation in the Fourier space. The simulation results were in good agreement with the experimental data for Cu, Al, Ag and Ni polycrystals for grain sizes > 20 µm and strains < 5% and provided a physical explanation for the higher strengthening provided by grain boundaries in Al and Ni, as compared with Cu and Ag. The investigation demonstrates how the combination of FFT with strain gradient crystal plasticity can be used to include effect of grain boundaries in the mechanical behavior of polycrystals using realistic representative volume elements of the microstructure.
Introduction
Computational homogenization of polycrystals has become a very powerful tool to simulate the mechanical behavior of polycrystalline aggregates (Roters et al., 2010; Segurado et al., 2018) . Within this framework, the effective properties of the polycrystal are determined by means of the full-field solution of a boundary value problem of a Representative Volume Element (RVE) of the microstructure under homogeneous boundary conditions. It is well established that the success of the approach relies in two factors: the accurate representation of the microstructure in the digital model (including the appropriate information about the grain size, shape, texture, etc.) and the constitutive description of the single crystal behavior by means of crystal plasticity, which nicely captures the deformation kinematics induced by dislocation slip. Nevertheless, the effect of grain boundaries is not included in most cases and the development of sound strategies to account for their influence on the deformation mechanisms and flow stress is an important goal of computational homogenization of polycrystals.
Grain boundaries are often barriers to dislocation slip (but not always) and modify the deformation mechanisms in two ways. First, they promote heterogeneous deformation of the single crystals within the polycrystal, so the activity of the slip systems in each grain differs significantly within the grain as a function of the distance to the boundary or of the behavior of the nearest boundary (Delaire et al., 2000; Hémery et al., 2018; Bieler et al., 2019) . Second, the opaque grain boundaries lead to the formation of dislocation pile-ups, increasing the critical resolver shear stress to move dislocations and, thus, leading to the well-known Hall-Petch behavior (Hall, 1951; Petch, 1953) . Different theoretical models have been developed in the past to quantify the strengthening of grain boundaries (Ashby, 1970; Kocks, 1970; Hirth, 1972; Li et al., 2016) but it is widely accepted today that this phenomenon is a manifestation of the general size effect found in plasticity which depends on many factors, such as the elastic anisotropy of the crystal, the range of grain sizes examined, the texture, the number of slip systems, the initial dislocation density, the presence of other obstacles to dislocation motion, etc. (Balint et al., 2008; Fu et al., 2001) . All these features can be accurately taken into account through the computational homogenization of poycrystals that becomes a very useful tool to make quantitative predictions of the influence of the grain size on the strength of polycrystals.
Homogenization models of polycrystals based on classical plasticity cannot capture the grain size effect because the constitutive equation does not involve an intrinsic materials length scale. Nevertheless, this limitation can be overcome by introducing a length associated with the plastic strain gradients. The effect of the plastic strain gradients in the mechanical behavior was first introduced by Aifantis (1987) for homogenized plasticity and further extended to crystal plasticity to account for size effects in the deformation of single crystals or bicrystals (Acharya and Bassani, 1995; Shu and Fleck, 1999) . These seminal papers defined two different approaches for strain gradient crystal plasticity (SGCP). In the first one, denominated lower-order SGCP, the gradients of the plastic slip -accounted as an internal variableare included in the hardening moduli. This framework preserved the thermodynamic consistency (Acharya et al., 2003) and allows the use of the classical mathematical framework of boundary value problems and constitutive equations with internal variables (Dai and Parks, 1997; Busso et al., 2000; Han et al., 2005a,b; Ma et al., 2006; Dunne et al., 2007) . In the second approach, higher order SGCP, the internal variables from which gradients are extracted are chosen as kinematic variables. This implies the resolution of a boundary value problem of a system of coupled partial differential equations, in which both the displacements and some fields related to the plastic strain are solved. A consequence of this choice is the presence of stresses conjugated to these new kinematic variables as well as the corresponding "higher order" boundary conditions (Gurtin, 2002 (Gurtin, , 2008a Bardella, 2006 ; Bardella et al., 2013; Niordson and Kysar, 2014) .
Lower-order (Acharya and Beaudoin, 2000; Cheong et al., 2005; Bayley et al., 2007; Bargmann et al., 2010) and higher-order SGCP models (Bargmann et al., 2010) , have been used within the framework of computational homogenization to analyze the effect of grain size in polycrystals using the finite element method. Although both approaches predict a size effect, a detailed comparison with abundant experimental data in the literature is lacking because most of the simulations were limited to small representative volume elements containing a few dozens of grains because of computational limitations. In the case of lower-order approaches, the computational difficulties are associated with obtaining the plastic strain gradients from the finite element framework. They are computed within each element from the derivative of a field constructed from the plastic strain at the integration points (Busso et al., 2000; Dunne et al., 2007) , leading to a non-local approach that implies a discontinuity of the gradient field from element to element and may lead to convergence problems. Higher-order approaches are computationally much more expensive because the number of degrees of freedom per node in three dimensions increases from 3 to 12 when the plastic deformation gradients are added to the displacements as kinematic variables Gurtin (2002) . Moreover, the use of higher order theories within a polycrystalline framework present some theoretical difficulties since grain boundaries are not external boundaries and variables associated with the slip of a particular system are only well defined inside each grain. Although some of these difficulties are theoretically solved by the introduction of grain boundary Burgers tensors and their corresponding constitutive laws Gurtin and Needleman (2005) ; Gurtin (2008b) , the numerical implementation of the resulting models is even more challenging.
Some of the computational limitations indicated above can be overcome with the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to solve the boundary value problem of the RVE of the polycrystal. The original approach for linear elastic materials solved the equilibrium equation in a heterogeneous medium using a reference material and the Green's functions method (Moulinec and Suquet, 1998) . The application of the FFT to polycrystals was pioneered by Lebensohn (2001) and, since then, crystal plasticity has been used in combination with FFT to determine the effective properties of very large polycrystalline RVEs (Lebensohn et al., 2004; Eisenlohr et al., 2013; Rovinelli et al., 2019; Roters et al., 2019) taking advantage of the outstanding computational efficiency of this method. In fact, Lebensohn and Needleman (2016) implemented higher order SGCP model in small strains a using a FFT solver and discrete Fourier derivatives (Berbenni et al., 2014) . The model was based on Gurtin's approach (Gurtin, 2002) and phenomenological crystal plasticity and was used to analyze the mechanical behavior of a polycrystal containing 27 grains, reproducing the grain size effect for a micro-clamped (inpenetrable grain boundaries) condition.
In this paper, an alternative homogenization framework for strain gradient crystal plasticity based on the Galerkin FFT approach (Vondrejc et al., 2014) is developed. The approach relies on lower-order SGCP combined with a physically-based crystal plasticity model under finite deformations, allowing the simulation of RVEs containing several hundreds of grains with different average grain sizes. The model is used to analyze the effect of grain size on a number of FCC polycrystals (Cu, Al, Ni and Ag) and all the CP model parameters have a clear physical meaning and were identified for each FCC crystal from either experiments or dislocation dynamics. The results of the simulations were compared with the experimental data in the literature for the Hall-Petch law and provided a detailed understanding of the role played by plastic strain gradients on the strengthening mechanisms in FCC metallic polycrystals.
Computational homogenization framework

Strain gradient crystal plasticity model
A physically-based, lower-order SGCP model has been developed to represent the crystal behavior within the FFT-based computational homogenization framework. The model is formulated in finite strains, and the equilibrium is solved in the reference configuration, being the deformation gradient the kinematic variable while the equilibrium is established through the first Piola-Kirchoff stress. The deformation gradient, F, is decomposed into the elastic, F e , and plastic components, F p ,
and the plastic velocity gradient in the intermediate configuration, L p , is given by the sum of the shear ratesγ α on all the slip systems α according to
where s α and m α stand for the unit vectors in the slip direction and the normal to the slip plane, respectively, in the reference configuration.
The elastic deformation, E e , is characterized by the Green-Lagrange deformation tensor
where I is the second order identity tensor. The symmetric second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in the intermediate configuration, S, is related with the Green-Lagrange strain tensor according to
where C is for the fourth order elastic stiffness tensor of the single crystal.
The driving force for the plastic slip is the resolved shear stress τ α on the slip plane α and it is obtained as the projection of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress on the slip system according to
Finally, the plastic slip rate follows a power-law expression,
where the critical resolved shear stress, τ α c , is given by a physically-based model including the effect of slip gradients. In particular, τ α c , is given by the Taylor model generalized by Franciosi et al. (1980) to account for the anisotropy of the interactions between different slip systems according to
The values q αβ are dimensionless coefficients that represent the average strength of the interactions between dislocations in pairs of slip systems and that have been computed by means of dislocation dynamics simulations of FCC polycrystals (Devincre and Kubin, 2010) .
The dislocation density for each slip system ρ α = ρ α SSD + ρ α GN D is split in two terms that encompass the Statistically Stored Dislocations (SSD), ρ α SSD , and the Geometrical Necessary Dislocations (GND), ρ α GN D . The plastic strain gradient enters in the model through a measure of the GND density. In this model, the intrinsic characteristic length relating slip gradients with hardening is the Burgers vector since the hardening is computed using the Taylor model (eq. 7) which includes the GND density. This approach is therefore similar to the mechanism-based model proposed in Han et al. (2005a) , in which the characteristic length is also the Burgers vector, although our model accounts for the particular GND density in each slip system instead of using an effective value for all slip systems.
The evolution of the density of SSD is given by the balance between the rate of accumulation and annihilation of dislocations according to the Kocks-Mecking law (Kocks and Mecking, 1981) 
where α stands for average mean-free path of dislocations in system α and y c is the effective annihilation distance. The value of the mean free path in the model is given by
where K is the similitude coefficient (Sauzay and Kubin, 2011) . It should be noted that the dislocation mean free path is affected by both SSDs and GNDs and decreases in the areas with higher plastic distortion.
The density of GNDs is driven by the kinematic constrain to maintain the continuity in the crystal in the presence of gradients in the plastic strain field. GNDs were introduced by Nye (1953) who proposed a tensorial magnitude, the Nye tensor, G, as a generalized measure of lattice curvature. The definition of the Nye tensor in terms of GND densities, introduced by Nye (1953) , was generalized by Arsenlis and Parks (1999) as
where a stands for a straight dislocation segment of length l a parallel to t a with Burgers vector b a , and ρ a GN D stands for the length of the segment per unit volume. If the number of pure edge and screw segments a in the lattice is N sl , this expression can be written in a matrix form
whereḠ is the vector representation of the Nye tensor,ρ GN D is a vector of dimension N sl containing the GND density on each system a and A is a matrix of dimensions 9 × N sl .
Nye's tensor accounts for the lattice curvature and, therefore, can be expressed as function of the plastic slip gradients. Different approaches can be found in the literature to extend the definition of the Nye tensor in small strains (Nye, 1953) to finite deformations, see Cermelli and Gurtin (2001) . In this work, the Nye tensor is taken as
The relation between the Nye tensor defined in terms of GND densities or expressed as function of the plastic strain gradients (eqs. (10) and (12)) is general for any crystal lattice. When the expression (10) is particularized for a FCC lattice, multiple combinations of pure edge and screw dislocation segments a are compatible with the same geometric properties, and the nine independent components of the dislocation tensor do not determine uniquely the GND density of each segment a. Arsenlis and Parks (1999) showed that the crystallographic dislocation density derived from the constraints must be minimum for a given value of the Nye tensor in the absence of any other extra information. Two constrained minimization procedures were proposed by Arsenlis and Parks (1999) , and the minimization of the sum of the squares of GND densities has been chosen here because a close-form for the minimum can be derived.
In the case of a FCC lattice, the number of independent dislocation segments is N sl =18, corresponding to 12 edge dislocations with t =<112> and b=<110> and 6 screw segments with t = b=<110>. The GND density obtained by L 2 minimization is given bȳ
where λ are the Lagrange multipliers introduced to constrain eq. (11).
FFT polycrystalline homogenization
A polycrystalline homogenization framework based on a FFT solver was used to obtain the mechanical response of the polycrystalline RVEs. To this end, periodic RVEs containing 100 and 200 grains were generated using Dream3D DREAM.3D (2016). The grains within the RVE were equiaxed and the grain sizes followed a lognormal distribution with an average grain size D g , standard deviation of 0.2D g and random texture. The RVEs were discretized in an array of N 3 equispaced voxels (Figure 1), with N = 50, 75 and 100 to check that the results were independent of the grid size and this goal was achieved with N = 100 and 200 crystals in the RVE. Reducing the grid to N = 75 (to reduce the computational effort) and using only 100 crystals in the RVE (to maintain approximately the same number of voxels per grain) led to very similar results (reduction in the flow stress of ≈ 4% in comparison with N = 100 and 200 crystals). Moreover, simulations with different grain realizations with N = 75 and 100 grains in the polycrystal presented very limited scatter (± 2%), indicating that the effective properties of the polcrystals could be obtained with RVEs containing 100 grains. Thus, the simulations presented below were carried out with N = 75 and 100 grains in the RVE.
The mechanical response of the RVE under a given macroscopic deformation history is obtained using the code FFTMAD (Lucarini and Segurado, 2019b,a) . The model developed is based on the Galerkin FFT approach (Vondrejc et al., 2014; de Geus et al., 2017; Zeman et al., 2017) which has been extended to account for the effect of plastic strain gradients. The FFT homogenization approach aims at obtaining the microscopic periodic deformation gradient field in the RVE that fulfils the equilibrium and compatibility conditions. Equilibrium is expressed in the reference configuration using the first Piola-Kirchoff stress, given by
where F e and S are given for each material point by the constitutive model described in the previous section. α is a vector containing the current value of the internal variables, namely the elastic deformation gradient, the SSD densities in each slip system, and the dislocation Nye tensor G, eq. (12). The dislocation Nye tensor is computed at a given time for all the points in the RVE from the curl operation in the Fourier space.
The macroscopic loading history is set by defining 9 independent components of the macroscopic deformation gradient or the first Piola-Kirchoff stress history, F ij (t) and P IJ (t), following the mixed control approach developed by Lucarini and Segurado (2019a) . The solution of the homogenization problem at a given time t is given by the local value of the periodic deformation gradient F(x) that fulfills the linear momentum balance in a weak form
where <> states for the volumetric average, i, j∩I, J = ∅ and ζ(x) represents the test functions, second order tensors convoluted by a projector operator G * , to enforce their compatibility. The Galerkin approach of the equilibrium is obtained substituting the fields in eq. (15) by finite dimensional fields, defined as the interpolation of the value of the fields at the center of the voxels using trigonometric polynomials . Expressing the convolution operation in eq. (15) in the Fourier space and integrating provides a discrete expression for the linear momentum balance
where G * is a linear map that acts on a discrete voxel tensor field P (h) defined in R 9N 3 to create a new voxel tensor field defined in the same space. The linear map represents a convolution in the real space and is computed as
where F and F −1 stand for the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse and G * is the projection operator in the Fourier space, a fourth order tensor field defined by Zeman et al. (2017) for an imposed deformation gradient and extended by Lucarini and Segurado (2019a) for generalized loading conditions.
The derivatives involved in the definition of the Fourier space operator G * as well as in the evaluation of the Nye tensor, eq. (12), might lead to numerical instabilities (Gibbs oscillations) when applied to fields with nonsmooth variations. To overcome this type of numerical problem, discrete differential operators were first introduced in Müller (1998) . They replace the partial derivatives of the differential operators in the real space by a finite difference derivation rule. (Berbenni et al., 2014) extended this idea to derive first and second order differential operators based on central differences for Poisson and Navier equations, and this scheme was used in Lebensohn and Needleman (2016) to treat the second gradient of plastic distortion. An alternative finite difference scheme was proposed in Willot (2015) , the rotated scheme, which was the one selected in this investigation for both the definition of the projection operator G * and the definition of the Nye tensor. Indeed, Djaka et al. (2019) also used recently this definition of the differential operators to compute the Nye tensor with very good accuracy. The discrete derivative rules used to obtain G * and to compute ∇ × G are detailed in Appendix A while the numerical details of the evaluation of G using FFT and a benchmark example to show the accuracy of the procedure are reported in Appendix B.
Eq. (17) is an algebraic system of 9N 3 non-linear equations in which the unknown is the value of the deformation gradient at each voxel F (h) . The macroscopic load enters in the system by splitting the components of the tensors in eq. (17) in which the macroscopic data is given into its average part (given) and fluctuation (unknown) and using the corresponding definition projector operator, G * for those components (Lucarini and Segurado, 2019a) .
The non-linear system defined in eq. (17) is solved by splitting the load history in n increments. The unknown at the end of each increment k is F (h) k , the deformation gradient field corresponding to time t k . For simplicity, the discrete fields F (h) k and P (h) k will be named F k and P k . The velocity gradient during increment k is obtained as
The non-linear system at time t k is then solved using using the Newton-Raphson method. The linear system, whose solution provides the correction of the displacement, δF, at each iteration i, is given by
where P k is a tensor containing the non-zero IJ components of the imposed stress at time t k and F i = F k + δF 1 + δF 2 · · · + δF i−1 . The linear system, eq. (18), is solved using the conjugate gradient method. The Newton-Raphson iterations for increment k are finished when the correction δF is below a given tolerance.
Effect of the grain size on the flow stress
The effect of the grain size on the tensile behavior of Cu, Al, Ag and Ni polycrystals was analyzed using the computational homogenization strategy and the SGCP model presented above. Four different simulations were carried out for each material, with average grain sizes D g of 10, 20, 40, and 80 µm. One additional simulation was carried out for each material in which the effect of the GNDs on the mean free path and the flow stress was not included. Thus, these simulations do not include any length scale and provide the effective behavior of the polycrystal for an "infinite" average grain size. All the simulations were performed at a constant strain rate of 10 −4 s −1 under uniaxial tension up to an applied strain of 5%.
The physical parameters of the SGCP were identified from either experiments or discrete dislocation dynamics simulations at lower length scales in the literature. There are a number of parameters common to all FCC metals (strain rate sensitivity as well as the interaction coefficients, q αβ , among dislocations) that are depicted in Table 1 . The first set of physical parameters which depended of the particular FCC material were the elastic constants and the Burgers vector, that can be found in the literature (Alankar et al., 2009; Castelluccio and McDowell, 2017; Mohazzabi, 1985) . They are given in Table 2 , together with the shear modulus µ parallel to the slip plane, which can be computed from the elastic constants. The similitude coefficient K is a dimensionless constant that arises from the experimental observation (known as the similitude principle) that relates the flow stress τ with the average wavelength of the characteristic dislocation pattern d according to τ = Kµb/d in the case of FCC metals. The actual values of the similitude coefficient K were identified by Haouala et al. (2018) and Rubio et al. (2019) for Cu , Al, Ni and Ag from the experimental data in Sauzay and Kubin (2011) , and are given in Table 2 . Finally, the effective annihilation distance, y c , was assumed to be the average between the mean annihilation distance of edge dislocations (≈ 6b (Martinez-Mardones et al., 2000) ) and screw dislocations. The latter depends on the ability of screw dislocations to cross-slip, a thermally-activated phenomenon which depends on the stacking fault energy of the crystal and also on temperature, strain rate and applied stress. The annihilation distance for screw dislocations under quasi-static loading conditions and ambient temperature was estimated by Rubio et al. (2019) for the FCC metals considered in this investigation, and the resulting effective annihilation distance can also be found in Table 2 . The tensile behavior of Cu polycrystals was computed for three different values of the initial SSD density, ρ i =1.2 10 12 m −2 , 1.2 10 13 m −2 and 1.2 10 14 m −2 . The initial dislocation density in each slip system was 1/12 of the total. The corresponding stress-strain curves are plotted in Figs. 2a, b and c. The broken lines stand for the results obtained when the contribution of the GNDs is not included in the model. The initial yield stress of all the polycrystals is independent of grain size and only depends on the initial SSD density. Afterwards, hardening is observed in all cases and the strain hardening rate increases as the average crystal size decreases. It is worth noting that -although the initial flow stress is highly dependent on the initial SSD density-the flow stress at 5% only depends weakly on the initial SSD density and is mainly controlled by the average grain size. This behavior indicates that the generation of new SSDs and GNDs during deformation rapidly smooths out the initial differences in SSD densities.
The dislocation densities of SSDs and GNDs of Cu polycrystals deformed up to 5% are shown in the contour plots of Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Each figure includes the contour plots of polycrystals with D g = 10 and 40 µm with an initial dislocation density ρ i =1.2 10 12 m −2 . In the case of the polycrystals with D g = 40 µm, the SSD density ( Fig. 3(b) ) is higher than the GND density ( Fig. 4(b) ), indicating that most of the latent hardening for this grain size was provided by the interaction of the SSDs in the bulk of each grain. On the contrary, the GND density ( Fig. 4(a) ) was much higher than the SSD density ( Fig. 3(a) ) in the polycrystal with D g = 10 µm and the GNDs were partially responsible for the large strain hardening. It should also be noted that the density of the SSDs was also higher in the polycrystal with D g = 10 µm than in the one with D g = 40 µm because the GNDs also contributed to reduce the mean-free path (see eq. (9)) and, thus, to increase the rate of generation of new SSDs during deformation. Finally, the GNDs were mainly accumulated at the grain boundaries ( Fig. 4) but not all the boundaries presented a large density of GNDs because it depended on the incompatibility of deformation between the grains at each boundary. The effect of the different dislocation densities on the Von Mises stress is shown in the contour plots in Fig. 5 for the polycrystals with D g = 10 µm, 20 µm and infinity. They were fairly homogeneous and low in the polycrystal with "infinite" grain size (Fig. 5(c) ) and the heterogeneity in the stress distribution as well as the average stress level increased as the grain size decreased from 40 µm (Fig. 5(b) ) to 10 µm (Fig. 5(a) ). In order to understand the effect of grain boundaries on the flow stress of different FCC metals, simulations were also carried in Al, Ag and Ni polycrystals with the same initial dislocation density on each slip system, 10 11 m −2 , leading to a total initial dislocation density of ρ i =1.2 10 12 m −2 . The corresponding stress-strain curves are plotted in Fig. 6a to d for Cu, Al, Ni and Ag. The stress were normalized by µb in all cases to show more clearly the differences among FCC polycrystals as a result of interaction, accumulation, and annihilation of dislocations. The broken lines in Fig. 6 stand for the results obtained when the contribution of the GNDs is not included in the model and they show the interplay between the generation of dislocations in the bulk (controlled by the dislocation mean free path and the similitude coefficient K) and the annihilation of dislocations (controlled by the effective annihilation distance y c ) for different FCC metals. Ag and Cu (that have the smallest similitude coefficients and effective annihilation distances, Table 2 ) show the largest strain hardening due to the rapid accumulation of dislocations in the bulk (Figs. 6a and c) . On the contrary, the strain hardening rate of Al (Fig. 6b ) becomes close to 0 at very low strains (< 2%). Al presents the largest critical annihilation distance (due to the large stacking fault energy, that favours cross slip) and the similitude coefficient is also high ( Table 2) . Thus, the generation of new dislocations in the bulk is rapidly balanced with the annihilation of dislocations reaching a steady-state regime.
The deformation incompatibility between grains leads to the accumulation of GNDs at the grain boundaries and increases the strain hardening rate in all cases. Moreover, the GND densities increase as the average grain size decreases, leading to the development of a Hall-Petch behavior. GNDs contribute to the strain hardening in two ways. Firstly, they reduce the mean free path near the grain boundaries (eq. (9)) and, thus, increase the generation rate of new SSDs. Secondly, they contribute directly to the hardening through the Taylor equation, eq. (7). It is important to notice that the GND density (for a given polycrystal) increases monotonically with the applied strain to maintain the kinematic compatibility between grains. Thus, the SGCP model induces a continuous hardening of the polycrystal and the steady-state situation in which the dislocation accumulation rate is zero is never attained. This behavior is contrary to the experimental evidence which shows that dynamic recovery due to dislocation annihilation becomes dominant when the applied strain is large enough (Kocks and Mecking, 1981) .
Of the two hardening mechanisms indicated above, the latter is proportional to µb (eq. (7)) and should not lead to any difference between the FCC metals in Fig. 6 , in which the stresses are normalized by µb. The reduction in the mean free path due to the development of GNDs, eq. (9), depends on the similitude coefficient K and, thus, the strain hardening rate of Cu and Ag polycrystals is higher than that of Al and Ni for the same average grain size.
Scaling laws for the flow stress
Following the pioneer work of Hall and Petch, many authors have reported that most of the data on the experimental effect of the grain size of the flow stress of metallic polycrystals could be better approximated by a generalized form of the Hall-Petch law (Raj and Pharr, 1986) ,
where σ y is the flow stress, σ ∞ the flow stress for a polycrystal with "infinite" grain size, and C and x two material constants, the latter in the range 0 < x ≤ 1 (Raj and Pharr, 1986) . However, it has been recently shown that this law breaks down for FCC polycrystals with large initial dislocation densities (> 10 14 m −2 ) and grain sizes (> 40 µm) (Haouala et al., 2018) . This result obtained using crystal plasticity is in agreement with theoretical results Zaiser and Sandfeld (2014) and dislocation dynamics simulations (El-Awady, 2015) as well as with recent analysis of the experimental data (Di Leo and Rimoli, 2019) , which indicate that the strengthening associated with the grain size in plastic polycrystals, σ y − σ ∞ , has to be expressed as
where ∆(D g √ ρ) is a non-dimensional function of the ratio between two length scales: the average grain size (D g ) and the average dislocation spacing (1/ √ ρ).
The correlation of the grain boundary strengthening obtained in the simulation of the different FCC polycrystals respect the eq. (20) has been checked in Fig. 7 . In this figure, the strengthening induced by the grain boundaries in Cu, Al, Ni and Ag, defined as σ y /σ ∞ − 1, has been plotted as a function of the dimensionless parameter D g √ ρ i for applied strains = 1% and 5%. The initial dislocation density in all cases was ρ i =1.2 10 12 m −2 . The results of the SGCP simulations of polycrystals can be accurately fitted to an expression of the form
where the exponent x varied from 0.69 in Al to 0.74 in Ag for = 1% and from 0.59 in Al to 0.73 in Ag at = 5%. Thus, x was similar for all FCC polycrystals and weakly dependent on the applied strain. These similarities in the exponent x could be expected because the hardening mechanism due to the presence of grain boundaries in FCC polycrystals is the same (the generation of GNDs) and it is controlled by the kinematics of deformation. The different values of C in eq. (21) illustrate the different strengthening capability of grain boundaries for FCC polycrystals. The density of GNDs for a given average grain size is determined by the applied strain and it is independent of the type of material (if elastic anisotropy is neglected in comparison with plastic anisotropy). Thus, the main contribution of the GNDs to the strength is given by the Taylor equation, eq. (7), while the contribution associated with the reduction in the mean free path, eq. (9), which depends on K is smaller. As a result, grain boundary strengthening is more important in FCC polycrystals which show limited strain hardening in the absence of grain boundaries (Al) and minimum in the case of Cu and Ag, which show marked strain hardening even in polycrystals with very large grain size.
Comparison with experiments
In order to assess the validity of the simulations presented above, the results of the numerical simulations were compared with experimental data in the literature for Cu (Armstrong et al., 1962; Hansen and Ralph, 1982) , Al (Hansen, 1977) , Ag (Carreker, 1957) and Ni (Narutani and Takamura, 1991) . The results of the polycrystal homogenization simulations were obtained using the parameters in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 and an initial dislocation density of 1.2 10 12 m −2 , which corresponds to a well-annealed polycrystal. All the simulations were performed under quasi-static strain rates (≈ 10 −4 s −1 ).
The experimental values of the flow stress and the corresponding results obtained from the numerical simulations for different values of the applied strain are plotted in Figs. 8a, b, c, and d for Cu, Al, Ag and Ni polycrystals, respectively. The flow stress is plotted vs. D Fig. 8 shows a good agreement between both for small values of the applied strain ( ≤ 0.5%) for all polycrystals with exception of Ag. On the contrary, the flow stress predicted by the simulations tends to overestimate the experimental flow stress for large strains ( = 5%) and small grain sizes (D g ≤ 20 µm or D −1 g ≥ 50 mm −1 ). The differences are obvious in the case of Cu, Al and Ag and there are not experimental data available in this range in the case of Ni. Nevertheless, if the available experimental results in Ni are extrapolated to the small grain size regime, it also seems that the simulation results overestimate the flow stress. It should be noted, however, that the computational homogenization strategy in combination with the SGCP model provides a remarkably good approximation to the experimental data without any adjustable parameters. In particular, the model parameters that control the interaction among dislocations and the generation and annihilation of dislocations (Tables 1 and 2) come from dislocation dynamics simulations or independent experimental observations and the only intrinsic length scale in the model is the Burgers vector of each FCC metal.
The comparison between experiments and simulations in
The SGCP model assumes that the hardening due to the grain boundaries is negligible at very low strains because there are not GNDs at the onset plas- tic deformation. Thus, the flow stress at small strains is fairly independent of the grain size and controlled by the initial density of SSDs, which is not known for the experimental data. This may explain the differences between the experimental and simulated flow stress in Ag at = 0.2% that may due to a gap between the experimental and simulated initial densities of SSDs (Fig. 8c ). In fact, the differences in the flow stress between experiments and simulations disappeared at = 3% because of the rapid generation of SSDs and GNDs with strain.
The differences between experiments and simulations for small grain sizes and large strains are the result of the hardening hypothesis in the SGCP model. According to this model, the density of GNDs is controlled by the lattice curvature around the grain boundaries due to the inhomogeneity of the plastic deformation and increases continuously with the applied strain. As the flow stress is proportional to the square root of the dislocation density, the model predicts continuous strain hardening, leading to the very high values of the flow stress for large strains and small grain sizes, where the contribution of GNDs is dominant over the one from SSDs. It should be noted that this large strain hardening at large strains is not found in the mechanical tests of polycrystals (Hansen and Ralph, 1982; Narutani and Takamura, 1991; Carreker, 1957; Hansen, 1977) where dynamic recovery leads to very low strain hardening rates (similar to the ones found in Fig. 6 for polycrystals with "infinite" grain size) for large strains.
In another investigation (Rubio et al., 2019) , the effect of grain size on the flow strength of FCC polycrystals has been analyzed using computational homogenization in combination with a standard, dislocation-based crystal plasticity model which only considers SSDs. In this approach, the influence of grain boundaries is taken into account by modifying the eq. (8) , so the rate of generation of new dislocations near the grain boundaries is inversely proportional to the distance to the grain boundary. This lead to an increase in the dislocation density near the grain boundaries, mimicking the formation of dislocation pile-ups near the boundaries. Nevertheless, dislocation annihilation is included in the model and the maximum dislocation density near the grain boundaries is limited. This is not the case for the SGCP model, where the density of GNDs is not affected by the annihilation distance. As a result, the predictions of the simulations in (Rubio et al., 2019) are in better agreement with the experimental data for large strains and small grain sizes although they also tend to overestimate the flow stress under these conditions. Another reason why the flow strength is overestimated by the SGCP model can be found in the presence of slip transfer between neighbour grains. It has been reported experimentally that dislocations moving in one slip system in one grain can easily move into another slip system in the adjacent grain if the Luster-Morris parameter m = cosψ cos κ ≥ 0.95 in FCC Al, where ψ and κ are the angles between the slip plane normals and the Burgers vector directions, respectively, for each pair of slip systems (Bieler et al., 2019) . Slip transfer helps to accommodate the heterogeneous deformation between neighbour grains without generating any GNDs. Although slip transfer seems to be limited to neighbour grains with small misorientation (≈< 20 • ) (Bieler et al., 2019) , this mechanism will reduce the actual strengthening induced by the grain boundaries, particularly in polycrystals with small grain size and deformed up to large strains.
Conclusions
The influence of grain size on the flow stress of various FCC polycrystals (Cu, Al, Ag and Ni) has been ascertained by means of computational homogenization using the FFT of a representative volume element of the microstructure in combination with a strain gradient crystal plasticity model. The density of geometrically necessary dislocations resulting from the incompatibility of deformation among different crystals was obtained from the Nye tensor, which was efficiently obtained from the curl operation in the Fourier space. All the parameters of the crystal plasticity model have a clear physical meaning and were obtained for each FCC polycrystal from either dislocation dynamics simulations or experimental data in the literature and the only length scale in the simulations was the Burgers vector.
The simulation results were able to reproduce the effect of grain size on the flow stress due to the generation of geometrically-necessary dislocations around the grain boundaries. Moreover, they corroborated previous results that indicate that the overall strengthening due to grain boundaries is a function of the dimensionless parameter D g √ ρ i where D g is the average grain size and ρ i the initial dislocation density. The simulation predictions of the flow stress were in good agreement with the experimental data for Cu, Al, Ag and Ni polycrystals for grain sizes > 20 µm and strains < 5% and provided a physical explanation for the higher strengthening provided grain boundaries in Al and Ni, as compared with Cu and Ag. Nevertheless, the simulations tended to overestimated the flow strength for smaller grain sizes and larger strains because the model predicts a continuous hardening as a result of continuous accumulation of geometrically-necessary dislocations at the grain boundaries, which is not compensated by annihilation of dislocations due to dynamic recovery. Moreover, slip transfer at low angle grain boundaries is not considered in strain gradient crystal plasticity framework.
In summary, the whole approach shows how the combination of FFT with strain gradient crystal plasticity can be used to include effect of grain boundaries in the mechanical behavior of polycrystals using realistic representative volume elements of the microstructure. This information is important to develop new models of the mechanical behavior of polycrystals that account for the nucleation of damage at the grain boundaries (fatigue, creep, etc.)
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Appendix A. Discrete derivative rules
FFT.based approaches to solve partial differential equations are based in the evaluation of the differential operators in the real space using a Fourier transform and a product in the Fourier space. In one dimension f (x) = i2π(N/L)ξf (ξ).
(A.1)
When a periodic domain of size L is introduced and discretized in N equispaced voxels, the values of ξ (for an odd number of voxels) are given by ξ = n − (N + 1)/2 N for n = 1, . . . , N.
In this study, the continuum derivate, eq. (A.1), is replaced by a finite difference scheme to avoid numerical noise, following previous investigations Müller (1998) ; Berbenni et al. (2014) ; Willot (2015) . In particular, the rotated scheme of (Willot, 2015) in a 3D domain is used and the directional derivative along direction i is defined using the Fourier space as
where k i (ξ) are the modified definitions of the frequency vector, obtained following a difference scheme in the real space. The value of k i (ξ) is given by
where each component of ξ is equispaced following eq. (A.2).
Appendix B. Calculation of the dislocation Nye tensor
The methodology to compute the dislocation Nye tensor G using the properties of the Fourier transform is presented in this appendix. According to the geometrical considerations presented by Nye (1953) , the relationship between the crystallographic slip and the Burgers vector b, can be determined from the closure failure of a Burgers circuit c on surface S with plane normal N . Under these considerations, and using Stokes theorem, the expression reads as N dS (B.1) and, thus, the definition of the dislocation density (Nye's) tensor corresponds to G ij = −∇ × F p .
(B.2)
This linear differential operation can be evaluated at a time for all the points in the RVE by computing the curl operation in the Fourier space, using the discrete derivation rules given in Appendix A. The expression of this operation reads
where F and F −1 stand for the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform of a field, k m corresponds to the component m of the modified frequency vector, eq. (A.4), and is the Levi-Civita permutation tensor. In this definition, the use of the discrete differential operator is crucial since the plastic deformation gradient field may be discontinuous at the grain boundary, eq. (B.3), and the standard derivation leads to the development of Gibbs oscillations, that result in unrealistic values of the Nye tensor. It was observed that this strategy alleviates the Gibbs oscillations and provides accurate values for the Nye tensor.
A simple example of application of this strategy is presented below to benchmark the use of the discrete operator. An elastic beam of length L = 10m and depth h = L/20 is fixed at both ends and subjected to simple shear by displacing one end by an amount δ = L/1000 (Fig. B.9a ). This problem is solved numerically using the FFT in a periodic cell containing three phases: a stiff phase in blue (that fixes the beam), a soft phase in green in the upper and lower sections of the beam (to simulate free boundaries) and the beam in red. Simulations are carried out under plane stress conditions assuming that the behavior of the beam is linear elastic. Under these conditions, the behavior of the beam can be obtained analytically using the Strength of Materials theory. The macroscopic results (forces in the encastred ends and beam shape) obtained analytically are identical to the FFT results. However, differences in the strain gradients are found between the solution obtained using standard frequencies and discrete frequencies in the FFT formulation. The gradient of the elastic deformation in the direction perpendicular to the beam axis, xx,y , is plotted along the beam depth in Fig. B.10b . Although the differences in the average curvature with respect to the analytical solution is < 3% for both FFT approaches, the standard FFT simulation presents strong oscillations near the interface with the soft material on the upper and lower sections of the beam. On the contrary, the solution obtained with the modified frequencies shows a smooth profile, indicating that the Gibbs oscillations have been alleviated. The values in the voxels near the boundary differ from the analytical solution, a typical result obtained when a finite-difference derivation is used in a discontinuity. The contour plot of the gradient field, xx,y , obtained using both FTT approaches is plotted in Fig. B .10 for the region of the beam x ∈ [0, L/4]. The Gibbs oscillations (characterized by the chessboard pattern) are observed when using the standard frequency version, Fig. B.10a . On the contrary, the contour plot of the gradient obtained using discrete derivatives is smooth in the interior of the beam and only presents unrealistic values in the voxel layer of the upper surface, which corresponds to the soft material in the boundary.
